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TaeYang Renew Inc. has been manufacturing the most innovative and advanced cosmetic brushes and packages 
and distributing them to the world through continuous research and development since its establishment in 1985.

TaeYang Renew Inc. established manufacturing factory in China in 1999 and started working with world’s most 
famous brands in earnest. With the Auto Lip Brush as a main item, it continued to expand its market.

In an effort to lead the world-beauty-market by sharing our innovative, creative yet still practical values to the 
customers throughout the world, TaeYang Renew Inc. established its Korean branch in 2016 and produces 
and distributes Pen-type nail polish containers and Shoulder button-type lip gloss containers all of which are 
produced by applying and reflecting fully patent-registered technologies.

TaeYang Renew Inc. will continue to take the most innovative approaches with our own technologies for our 
customers in the world and will continue to lead the world-beauty-market. 

The button is conveniently located on the shoulder part of the bottle, which allows users 
to feel very comfortable to use it. 
users can adjust the amount of formula according to your preference. For example, when 
you push the button relatively long, more amount of the formula comes out and vice 
versa.
Because our product is airless, the formula can be consumed until the last drop. 
Placement of the tip separate from the liquid formula prevents the formula from being 
contaminated.
Various tips are available.
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Airless Cosmetic Dispenser

This brush is very easy to use. When you pull up the brush, the cap located in the brush 
automatically opens and the tip of the brush pops up and vice versa.
User doesn’t need to worry about losing the separate cap. 
Because It prevents the inner brush from exposure of the light, It also can be used for gel-
nail brush or gel-eyeliner brush as well.
Various tips are available.
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Auto Make Up Brush
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This bottle allows to minimize exposure of liquid formula 
to air so that the nail polish will last as smooth as new 
until the last drop.
Because this bottle is All-in-one, the possibility of spilling 
nail polish formula is nothing so users can use it very 
comfortably whenever they want to use it.
Users can adjust the amount of formula according to their 
preference by pushing the button repeatedly.
Various tips are available.

Auto Nail Polish Bottle


